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Cathy Li  |  Y11, Epsom Girls Grammar School

Cathy Li began taking an Essay Writing class at Eduexperts

Newmarket Centre from Term 3, 2020. She is a very capable

student academically with a great work ethic and an

excellent attitude. She performs well in class and completes

her work to a high standard.

She gives every minute her best. Cathy is a pleasure to have

in the class and we look forward to seeing her progress.

Keep up the good work!

Teacher‘s comments:

"Cathy's writing skills have improved tremendously. She

responds with great detail, insightful response within well-

structured paragraphs. I would love to take credit for this

improvement upon studying in my classes; however, it is her

drive and conscientious nature that has assisted her greatly

in her sophisticated writing and analyses of texts."
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On the 23rd of April, EduExperts invited Linda

Tang to have a dialogue with EduExperts'

existing students. Linda studied at Albany

centre for four years before she graduated

from high school at the end of 2020.

Linda was the Dux and the deputy head girl

at Pinehurst School. She won a silver medal

at the New Zealand Biology Olympiad and 

was awarded top in physics and chemistry 

in the Cambridge A Level exams.

During the discussion, Linda shared her

experience of the applying to Cambridge

University, her time management and how 

to learn more effectively.
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1) Dialogue with senior students

2) Academic seminars

3) Term 1 Holiday Programme
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EduExperts successfully held two seminars 

at the New Lynn and Botany centres this 

month.

HSPT and the NCEA/CAIE/IB systems were 

introduced in the seminars. Lots of students 

and parents are interested in, and keen to 

know, how to prepare for the high school.

Followed by the seminars, dozens of 

students did the assessments and enrolled. 

EduExperts hopes that it can help these 

students to achieve their targets in 2021!
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EduExperts began offering writing classes in response to demand from students who found it 

challenging to practise and improve their writing without specific guidance from teachers.

Writing is a vital skill that students need to master as it provides the avenue for them to learn the 

rules of their language and to organise their thoughts in an interesting and coherent manner.

Not only is it an essential skill for academic success, the ability to communicate effectively through 

writing is universally required by employers.

The writing course is offered to students of all ages and introduces students to a variety of styles, 

such as narrative, persuasive, compare and contrast, report and cause and effect. It also teaches 

students how to develop sentences and construct paragraphs in order to produce A+ essays.
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